
When it comes to intuition spirit  guides ,  they are there .  
I t 's  not that they're not communicating with you or you're doing
anything wrong.  You're probably really ,  really in your head about that ,
and so the biggest thing that you can do is drop back into your body. 
What do you feel in your body? Intuition and spirit  guides are quite
personal .  
Maybe you feel l ike you don't want to just put everything out there
because you want to honor yourself .  This  creates a l itt le bit of
resistance .
Doing video journals can help to reconnect with spirit  guides .  
I f  you're feeling like "I 'm not feeling the connection ,  not getting that
message from my spirit  guides" ,  etc ,  i t 's  probably that you are more in
your head.  You're searching for it .  And you're consciously pushing
yourself to get it .  
Rather than feeling it  and letting it  come to you and seeing what's right
in front of you,  you're probably deeply overthinking about it .  
There's something that 's coming up for you. It  could be that other people
are going through the same thing and struggling with this the same way. 
Feel free to repeat your meditations ,  so you can continue to do them a
few times .  You can start asking for very specific signs .  
I  suggest picking up a color and then picking an animal .  And so whatever
that is in that color ask your guides to show you that and trust that
when you see that ,  that ' l l  be the time,  and that 's how they're opening the
communication with you. 
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Give yourself the space to l isten.  Is  there some subconscious fear around
some of the old stories that you have ,  what spirits are and whether or
not they're good? If  you have that fear already,  maybe that 's what is
holding you back from being open to receiving.
I ’ve been through it  myself ,  during the Scorpio energy of the moon
which is deeply intuitive ,  so it  activates that part of you.  I  started
getting intuitive hits and seeing things constantly in my eyes as though
there was someone.  I t  felt  weird ,  l ike there's some kind of presence or
there is just energy in the room.
I  paused the show that I  was watching and it  was at exactly 38 minutes
and eight seconds that I  paused it .  And in that moment I  was like ,  ‘al l
right ,  i t 's  f ine . ’  Whatever it  is ,  maybe there is an energy here ,  but seeing
that 38 ,  which is my top spirit  guide sign ,  I  immediately knew I 'm safe .
I 'm okay. ‘Whatever is here ,  let that be here . ’  There's always energy
around us ,  but this is a loving energy.  This is the energy that 's here .
When you have these specific signs;  that number you have ,  that spirit
animal or the spirit  guide’s name,  that should be your reassurance .  
That regardless of what you're seeing ,  this is the good one.  This is a safe
one.  You don't have to worry about it .  
I f  you have a mental block that some of them are bad spirits and ghosts ,
trust that when you see that ,  i t  means that you are safe and everything
is okay.
As long as you can trust it ,  they're always there for you. They're always
trying to communicate with you. And they're always trying to make you
feel safe .  
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Do you have a sign that makes you feel fearful? You can feel l ike there
could be a lower vibration around you. It  could be lingering energy from
somebody else .  I t  mostly affects empaths and it 's  when you can pick up
on other people's energies .  
Somebody else could be going through some sadness and if  you're nearby
them, you can find that all  of a sudden you find the sadness that they
need.
You can't  explain it .  You can't  direct where it 's  coming from, but you
take on this emotional energy. 
Maybe you're in a room where somebody just passed by or someone just
left that was going through a lot and they're having that loneliness
feeling or the rejection ,  and you find those feelings come up within you.
However ,  trust that there's no energy that you need to be fearful of .  Your
guides are always with you,  always protecting you.


